The diagnosis of dementia is subsumed under the newly named entity major neurocognitive disorder (NCD), although the term dementia is not precluded from use in the etiologic subtypes where that term is standard. Further, DSM-5 now recognizes a less severe level of cognitive impairment, mild NCD, which can also be a focus of care.

Mild NCD is a new disorder that permits the diagnosis of less disabling syndromes that may nonetheless be the focus of concern and treatment. While the threshold between minor and major is inherently arbitrary, there are important reasons to consider these two levels of impairment separately. The major NCD syndrome provides consistency with the rest of medicine and with prior editions of this manual and necessarily remains distinct to capture the care needs for this group. While the mild NCD syndrome is new in DSM-5, its presence is consistent with its use in other fields of medicine, where it is a significant focus of care and research, notably on Alzheimer’s disease, cerebrovascular disorders, HIV, and traumatic brain injury.

These questions are from DSM-5 Self-Exam Questions: Test Questions for the Diagnostic Criteria, which will be available in August. It may be preordered from American Psychiatric Publishing at American Psychiatric Publishing at http://www.appi.org/SearchCenter/Pages/SearchDetail.aspx?ItemId=62467. The questions were developed under the leadership of Philip Muskin, M.D., a professor of clinical psychiatry at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons. The book, available in August, contains 500 questions for all the categories of psychiatric disorders and includes Section III.

1. In DSM-IV, the severity threshold criterion for the diagnosis of dementia was “cognitive decline sufficient to interfere with social and occupational functioning.” What replaced this criterion in DSM-5 in the diagnosis of major neurocognitive disorder?

a) impairment in occupational function
b) impairment in social function
c) impairment in completing self-care activities
d) impairment in objective measures of cognitive function
e) both impairment on objective measures of cognitive function, and impairment in independent completion of daily activities as an effect of this cognitive impairment.

Correct Answer: E. Both impairment on objective measures of cognitive function and impairment in independent completion of daily activities as an effect of this cognitive impairment.

Rationale: “A change in this threshold has been necessitated by the recommendation of the cross-cutting DSM-5 Impairment and Disability Assessment Study Group that, where possible, functional impairment be considered a consequence of disease/disorder rather than as a diagnostic criterion for a disorder. The new threshold is based both on level of objective cognitive functioning relative to appropriate norms and on corresponding effect on independence in everyday activities.”

2. In DSM-5, on what criterion does the distinction between mild neurocognitive disorder and major neurocognitive disorder depend?

a) whether or not the individual is concerned about a decline in cognitive function
b) the presence of impairment on cognitive testing
c) whether or not the cognitive impairment is sufficient to interfere with independent completion of activities of daily living
d) co-occurrence with delirium
e) co-occurrence with another Axis I psychiatric disorder

Correct Answer: C. Whether or not the cognitive impairment is sufficient to interfere with independent completion of activities of daily living.

Rationale: For both mild and major neurocognitive disorders, criterion A requires either concern on the part of the patient, a knowledgeable informant, or a clinician that there has been a decline in cognitive function or that a decline is evident on testing. The severity of the impairment does contribute to the distinction between major and mild neurocognitive disorder. For major neurocognitive disorder, Criterion B requires that cognitive mdeficits are sufficient to interfere with independence in completing instrumental activities of daily living, whereas for mild neurocognitive disorder, this must not be the case, even if the affected individual must make extra effort or resort to compensatory strategies to manage these tasks independently.

3. Expressed as a percentile score, what is the severity of cognitive impairment on objective testing (relative to appropriate norms) required to support a diagnosis of major neurocognitive disorder?

a) below the 60th percentile
b) below the 50th percentile
c) below the 25th percentile
d) below the 16th percentile
e) below the 3rd percentile
Correct Answer: E. Below the 3rd percentile.

Rationale: Typically, individuals with major neurocognitive disorders would score at least two standard deviations below appropriately normed means for relevant tests. For mild cognitive impairment, the test performance impairment threshold is the 16th percentile or at least one standard deviation below the mean. PN